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COMMITTEE AMENDMENT “” to S.P. 19, L.D. 12, “An Act To Require Annual Information Reporting by the Maine Information and Analysis Center”

Amend the bill by striking out everything after the enacting clause and inserting the following:

'Sec. 1. 25 MRSA c. 201 is enacted to read:

CHAPTER 201

MAINE INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS CENTER

§1801. Maine Information and Analysis Center annual reporting requirement

The Department of Public Safety, Maine Information and Analysis Center, a cooperative effort between the Department of Defense, Veterans and Emergency Management, Maine Emergency Management Agency and the State Police, established by executive order of the Governor and referred to in this chapter as "the center," shall report annually in writing by April 1st beginning in 2022 to the joint standing committee of the Legislature having jurisdiction over criminal justice and public safety matters regarding the performance of the center. The report must include a specific narrative giving details about cases, crimes, incidents and reports the center has reviewed and evaluated in a manner that does not identify the persons involved and that protects personal privacy and the integrity of the work of the center. The report must include the names of private entities that worked in the prior year in cooperation with the center. The report must include the names of private entities that received information from the center and lists of the information provided to those entities in the prior year. The report must include both privacy audits performed in the prior year and de-identified information from those audits regarding the cases, crimes, incidents and reports on which the center worked during the prior year that were reviewed during the audits.'
Amend the bill by relettering or renumbering any nonconsecutive Part letter or section number to read consecutively.

SUMMARY

This amendment is the minority report of the committee. The amendment requires the Department of Public Safety, Maine Information and Analysis Center to include in its annual report a specific, rather than general, narrative giving details about cases, crimes, incidents and reports the center has reviewed and evaluated in a manner that does not identify the persons involved and that protects personal privacy and the integrity of the work of the center. The amendment also requires that the report include the names of private entities that worked in the prior year in cooperation with the center. The report must include the names of private entities that received information from the center in the prior year and lists of the information provided to those entities in the prior year.